
The Wash Tub 
 

Monthly Safety / Claim Prevention Inspection  
 
Date______________ Inspected By___________ Location Store______________ 
 
 
Vacuum Area 

 Employees are directing vehicles forward from the side and not standing in front 
of customers path 

 The back end QC pulls the vehicle up one space and turns the key to the off 
position no matter how close the loader is to the vehicle 

Prep Area 
 Loader Clears the tunnel before starting the conveyor ( employee who turns off 

turns back on by yelling clear) 
 Prep area floor is clean and not slippery 

Tunnel Area 
 Identifies possible pre-existing damage. 
 Equipment/Storeroom is locked 
 Fire extinguisher is visible and the inspection are up to date 
 Protective eyewear/gloves/boots/and protective suits are stored in the storeroom 
 Tunnel floors are clean to avoid slippery areas 
 No cleaning supplies/ladders or loose hoses are on tunnel floor during hours of 

operation 

Side-Dry Area 
 Tunnel floors are kept clean and are not slippery 
 Employees do not step in or on track 
 Employees clear tunnel before starting conveyor (the employee that turns the 

track off must be the one to restart the track after yelling clear and waiting for a 
response) 

 Employee washing towels does not stick hands into moving Unimac 
 Employees start vehicles in park only 

Finisher Area 
 All bottles are labeled (no 5 gal pails of product allowed outside of store room) 
 There are no towels on the ground 
 All front end employees are wearing a wrist band over their belt 
 No employees are wearing jewelry 
 Only window tech drives vehicle 
 QC drives vehicle from finishing area to detail shop  

Finisher: Exterior Technician 
 Starts by cleaning driver-side door jams. 
 Travels counter-clockwise to dry vehicle. 
 Cleans door jams and wheels as he travels around vehicle.  
 Dress tires. 
 Uses green towels to remove any tar from vehicle. 

 



Detail Area 
 Maintains a clean and safe environment. 
 Following policies and procedures. 
 All electrical cords/extension cords are in good condition (not frayed or cut, 

ground plug still present) 
 All bottles are labeled 
 Detail floors are kept clean and are not slippery 
 Protective eye wear used for interior cleaning 

 
Miscellaneous 

 Recognition and correction of unsafe conditions 
 Reporting of hazards, near injuries, and any unsafe conditions 
 Equipment, chemicals, water, air, and hydraulic check. 
 When one is backing another is there to help direct 
 All toilet seats are secured and in good condition 
  Protective equipment is required when performing non-routine tasks (safety 

meetings documented and inspected.  
 All employees are wearing shoes with good grip ( no slicks) 
 All electrical plugs have cover 
 Ladder is clean and in good condition 

 
The goal is to excel in all areas in order to deliver outstanding service, decrease liability, 
and create positive, safety employee awareness. 
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